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Abstract

This paper reports the development of a refined wall-function strategy for the modelling of turbulent forced convection heat transfer
over smooth and rough surfaces. In order to include the effects of fine-grain surface roughness, the present study extends a more fun-
damental work by Craft et al. [Craft, T.J., Gerasimov, A.V., Iacovides, H., Launder, B.E., 2002. Progress in the generalisation of
wall-function treatment. Int. J. Heat Fluid Flow 23, 148–160] on the development of advanced wall-functions of general applicability.
The presently proposed model is validated through comparisons with data available for internal flows through channels and for external
flows over flat and curved plates with both smooth and rough surfaces. Then, its further validation in separating flows over a sand dune
and a sand-roughened ramp is discussed. The validation results suggest that the presently proposed form can be successfully applied to a
wide range of attached and separated turbulent flows with heat transfer over smooth and fine-grain rough surfaces.
� 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Although many recent low-Reynolds-number (LRN)
turbulence models perform satisfactorily, industrial engi-
neers still routinely make use of classical wall-function
approaches for representing near-wall turbulence and heat
transfer (e.g., Ahmed and Demoulin, 2002). One reason for
this is that, despite advances in computing power, their
near-wall resolution requirements make LRN models pro-
hibitively expensive in complex three-dimensional indus-
trial heat and fluid flows. This is particularly true for
flows over rough surfaces, which are common in industrial
applications. Since one cannot hope to resolve the details
of small wall-roughness elements, the wall-function
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approach may be the only practical strategy for such indus-
trial applications.

Despite the above comments, in contrast to many other
modelling issues, not so many researchers focused on the
wall-functions over the last few decades after the establish-
ment of the ‘‘standard’’ log-law wall-function. The most
part of the log-law wall-function strategies was proposed
by the 1970s with the assumption of semi-logarithmic vari-
ations of the near-wall velocity and temperature (e.g.,
Launder and Spalding, 1974). Chieng and Launder
(1980) improved the wall-function by allowing for a linear
variation of both the shear stress and the turbulent kinetic
energy across the near-wall cell. Johnson and Launder
(1982) considered the variation of the viscous sub-layer
thickness corresponding to the non-uniform shear stress
variation near the wall. Amano (1984), Ciofallo and Col-
lins (1989) and Grotjans and Menter (1998) also attempted
to improve the wall-functions. However, all the above
attempts were still based on the log-law and it is well
known that such a condition does not apply in flows with
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Nomenclature

AT ;A0T ;BT ;B0T integration constants from the energy
equation

AU ;A0U ;BU ;B0U integration constants from the momen-
tum equation

cp specific heat capacity at constant pressure
c‘, cl model constants
C0 model coefficient
Cf friction coefficient
Cp pressure coefficient
CT sum of the convection and the diffusion terms of

the energy equation
CU sum of the convection and the diffusion terms of

the momentum equation
d diameter of hemispherical roughness element
D pipe diameter or channel height
f friction coefficient of pipe flows
h, h* roughness height i equivalent sand grain rough-

ness height: h
ffiffiffiffiffi
kP
p

=m
h+ roughness Reynolds number: hUs/m
H ramp height
k, kP turbulence energy, k at node P

‘ turbulent length scale
L spacing between hemispherical roughness ele-

ments or ramp length
Nu Nusselt number
P pressure or cell center of the wall-adjacent cell
Pk production term of k equation
Pr Prandtl number
Prt; Pr1t turbulent Prandtl numbers
qw wall heat flux
Re, Rex, Reh Reynolds numbers: UbD/m, U0x/m, Ueh/m;

h: momentum thickness

St Stanton number: Nu/(Re Pr)
Sh source term of the energy equation
Ub, Us bulk velocity, friction velocity
Ue, U0 free stream velocities
Un velocity at the point n

x wall parallel coordinate
x 0 x/L in the ramp flow
y wall normal coordinate or wall normal distance
yn, yv, ye cell height, viscous sub-layer thickness, charac-

teristic dissipation length
y+, y* normalized distances: yUs/m, y

ffiffiffiffiffi
kP
p

=m
Y �; Y �i 1þ aðy� � y�vÞ, 1þ aðy�i � y�vÞ;

i = w, n, h; yw = 0; yh = h

Y aT ; Y aT
i 1þ aT ðy� � y�vÞ, 1þ aT ðy�i � y�vÞ;

i = w, n, h; yw = 0; yh = h

Y bT ; Y bT
i 1þ bT ðy� � y�vÞ, 1þ bT ðy�i � y�vÞ;

i = w, n, h; yw = 0; yh = h

a clc‘ or heat transfer coefficient:
qw/(Hw �Hinlet); qw: local wall heat flux

aT, ah aPr=Pr1t ; aPr=Prt

bT C0=ðh� Pr1t Þ
Dx, Dy cell widths in the x, y direction
e dissipation rate of k

H, H+ mean temperature, jH � Hwj(qcpUs)/qw

Hw, Hn wall temperature, temperature at the point n

j von Kármán constant: 0.42
kb Y aT

w þ bT h�

l, lt viscosity, turbulent viscosity
m, mt kinematic viscosity, kinematic turbulent viscos-

ity
q fluid density
sw wall shear stress
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strong pressure gradients and separation (e.g., Launder,
1984, 1988). Moreover, since a universal scale for turbulent
buoyant thermal boundary layers has not been established
yet, it is difficult to use empirical wall-functions for such
phenomena (Hanjalić, 2002).

For rough wall turbulence, there have been several
attempts to replace the classical wall-function approach.
In order to directly consider the effects of the shape, size
and distribution of the roughness elements, Christoph
and Pletcher (1983) and Taylor et al. (1985) modified the
mixing-length model introducing the blockage effects of
roughness array. This discrete element model, however,
cannot be immediately applicable to sandgrain or similar
roughness cases. Patel and Yoon (1995) tested the rough
wall extensions of the k–x and the two-layer k–e models.
Durbin et al. (2001) and Aupoix and Spalart (2003) respec-
tively modified the two-layer k–e model and a one-equation
model. Although these extensions overcome some of the
defects of the classical wall-function for rough walls, they
instead require a fine grid resolution near the walls. In
other words, they are LRN turbulence models extended
for capturing rough wall effects and thus they are not cat-
egorised as wall-functions.

In order to address industrial requirements, several
attempts for developing new wall-function approaches
were made. Smith (1990) discussed a wall-function in which
simplified boundary layer transport equations were solved
numerically. This approach showed good performance in
several boundary layer flows including transonic, super-
sonic and hypersonic flows. More recently, Shih et al.
(2003) employed a combined velocity scale composed of a
friction velocity and a pressure gradient. Although the log-
arithmic velocity distribution was still used, they obtained
successful results for flows with a separation and an
adverse pressure gradient according to the use of the com-
bined velocity scale. The UMIST group also proposed two
alternative wall-function strategies (Craft et al., 2002,
2004). While still semi-empirical in nature, the model by
Craft et al. (2002) makes assumptions at a deeper, more
general level than the log-law based schemes. This
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approach is called the analytical wall-function (AWF) and
integrates simplified mean flow and energy equations ana-
lytically over the control volumes adjacent to the wall,
assuming a near-wall variation of the turbulent viscosity.
(In the context of large eddy simulations, Cabot and Moin
(1999) discussed a wall model whose basic idea was similar
to that of the AWF, though it used an implicit formla of
the wall shear stress.) The resulting analytical expressions
then produce the value of the wall shear stress and other
quantities which are required over the near-wall cell.
(Another strategy by Craft et al., 2004 employs a subgrid
based approach which requires numerical integration of
boundary layer equations for near-walls.)

Following this strategy, the objectives of this study is to
propose and validate an extension to the AWF approach
that allows for the effects of fine-grain surface roughness.
It will be shown that relatively simple adaptations of the
method result in an approach that does reproduce many
of the features of flows and forced convection heat transfer
over rough surfaces, whilst retaining the computational
efficiency associated with wall-functions. The flow test
cases chosen for the validation are internal flows through
rough pipes and channels, external flows over flat and
curved rough surfaces and separating flows over a sand
dune and a sand-roughened ramp.

2. Wall-function approach

Although the wall-function approach is well known, it
may be useful to recall the main features of its
implementation.

A simplified transport equation for / near-walls:

o

ox
ðqU/Þ ¼ o

oy
C

o/
oy

� �
þ S/ ð1Þ

can be integrated using the finite volume method over the
cells illustrated in Fig. 1 givingZ n

s

Z e

w

o

ox
ðqU/Þdxdy ¼

Z n

s

Z e

w

o

oy
C

o/
oy

� �
dxdy

þ
Z n

s

Z e

w

S/ dxdy; ð2Þ

½ðqU/Þe � ðqU/Þw�Dy ¼ C
d/
dy

� �
n

� C
d/
dy

� �
s

� �
Dx

þ S/ DxDy; ð3Þ
Fig. 1. Near-wall grid arrangement.
where S/ is the averaged source term over the cell P. Note
that x is the wall parallel coordinate while y is the wall nor-
mal coordinate. (Although two-dimensional forms are
written here, extending them to three-dimensions is
straightforward.)

When the wall parallel component of the momentum
equation is considered (/ = U) the term (Cd//dy)s in Eq.
(3) corresponds to the wall shear stress sw, while in the
energy equation it corresponds to the wall heat flux qw.
Instead of calculating these from the standard discretisa-
tion, they are obtained from the algebraic wall-function
expressions.

In the case of the transport equation for the turbulence
energy k in incompressible flows, the averaged source term
over the wall-adjacent cell is written as

Sk ¼ qP k � qe ¼ qðP k � �eÞ: ð4Þ

The terms P k and �e thus also need to be provided by the
wall-function.

2.1. AWF for smooth wall

Before discussing the extension for rough wall heat
transfer, it is useful to summarise the standard AWF by
Craft et al. (2002).

In the AWF, the wall shear stress and heat flux are
obtained through the analytical solution of simplified
near-wall versions of the transport equation for the wall-
parallel momentum and temperature. In case of the forced
convection regime, the main assumption required for the
analytical integration of the transport equations is a pre-
scribed variation of the turbulent viscosity lt. (Note that
Craft et al., 2002 presented the AWF modelling for buoy-
ant flows introducing a molecular viscosity variation as
well.) The distribution of lt over the wall-adjacent cell P

is modelled as in a one-equation turbulence model:

lt ¼ qclk1=2‘ ¼ qclk1=2c‘y ’ aly�; ð5Þ

where ‘ is the turbulent length scale, a = c‘cl and y� �
yk1=2

P =m. In order to consider viscous sub-layer effects, in-
stead of introducing a damping function, the profile of lt

is modelled as

lt ¼ maxf0; alðy� � y�vÞg; ð6Þ
in which lt is still linear in y* and grows from the edge of
the viscous sub-layer: y�vð� yvk1=2

P =mÞ.
In the context of Fig. 2, the near-wall simplified forms of

the momentum and energy equations become

o

oy�
ðlþ ltÞ

oU
oy�

� �
¼ m2

kP

o

ox
ðqUUÞ þ oP

ox

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

CU

; ð7Þ

o

oy�
l
Pr
þ lt

Prt

� �
oH
oy�

� �
¼ m2

kP

o

ox
ðqUHÞ þ Sh

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

CT

; ð8Þ



Fig. 2. Near-wall cells.

Table 1
Model coefficients

a c‘ cl y�vs y�e Pr1t

c‘cl 2.55 0.09 10.7 5.1 0.9
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where Prt is a prescribed turbulent Prandtl number, taken
as 0.9. The further assumption made is that convective
transport and the wall-parallel pressure gradient oP/ox

do not change across the wall-adjacent cell which is a stan-
dard treatment in the finite volume method. Thus, the
right-hand side (rhs) terms CU and CT of Eqs. (7) and (8)
can be treated as constant. Then, the equations can be inte-
grated analytically over the wall-adjacent cell giving:

if y� < y�v,

dU
dy�
¼ ðCU y� þ AUÞ=l; ð9Þ

dH
dy�
¼ PrðCT y� þ AT Þ=l; ð10Þ

U ¼ CU

2l
y�2 þ AU

l
y� þ BU ; ð11Þ

H ¼ PrCT

2l
y�2 þ PrAT

l
y� þ BT ; ð12Þ

if y� P y�v,

dU
dy�
¼ CU y� þ A0U

lf1þ aðy� � y�vÞg
; ð13Þ

dH
dy�
¼ PrðCT y� þ A0T Þ

lf1þ ahðy� � y�vÞg
; ð14Þ

U ¼ CU

al
y� þ A0U

al
� CU

a2l
ð1� ay�vÞ

� 	
� ln½1þ aðy� � y�vÞ� þ B0U ; ð15Þ

H ¼ PrCT

ahl
y� þ PrA0T

ahl
� PrCT

a2
hl
ð1� ahy�vÞ

� 	
� ln½1þ ahðy� � y�vÞ� þ B0T ; ð16Þ

where ah = aPr/Prt. The integration constants AU, BU, AT,
BT etc. are determined by applying boundary conditions at
the wall, yv and the point n. The values at n are determined
by interpolation between the calculated node values at P

and N, whilst at yv a monotonic distribution condition is
imposed by ensuring that U, H and their gradients should
be continuous at y = yv. Notice that to determine the
integration constants the empirical log-law is not referred
to at all and the obtained logarithmic velocity equation
(15) includes CU. The latter implies that the velocity profile
has sensitivity to the pressure gradient since CU includes
oP/ox.

The result is that the wall shear stress and wall heat flux
can be expressed as

sw ¼ l
dU
dy






w

¼ l
k1=2

P

m
dU
dy�






w

¼ k1=2
P AU

m
; ð17Þ

qw ¼ �
qcpm
Pr

dH
dy






w

¼ � qcpm
Pr

k1=2
P

m
dH
dy�






w

¼ � qcpk1=2
P AT

l
:

ð18Þ
The local generation rate of k, Pk (=mt(dU/dy)2), is written
as

P k ¼
0; if y� < y�v;

akP

m
ðy� � y�vÞ

CU y� þ A0U
lf1þ aðy� � y�vÞg

� �2

; if y� P y�v;

8><
>:

ð19Þ
which can then be integrated over the wall-adjacent cell to
produce an average value P k for use in solving the k

equation.
For the dissipation rate e, the following model is

employed:

e ¼
2mkP=y2

e ; if y < ye;

k1:5
P =ðc‘yÞ; if y P ye:

(
ð20Þ

The characteristic dissipation scale ye can be defined as
y�e ¼ 2c‘ to ensure a continuous variation of e at ye. Thus,
the cell averaged value is obtained as

e ¼
2k2

P=ðmy�2e Þ; if y�e > y�n;

1

yn

ye

2mkP

y2
e

þ
Z yn

ye

k1:5
P

c‘y
dy

 !
¼ k2

P

my�n

2

y�e
þ 1

c‘
ln

y�n
y�e

� �� �
; if y�e 6 y�n:

8><
>:

ð21Þ

Through numerical experiments, the value of the constant
y�v was optimised to be 10.7 which corresponds to approx-
imately half the thickness of the conventionally defined vis-
cous sub-layer of y+ = 11. The other model coefficients are
listed in Table 1.

2.2. Extension for rough wall turbulent flow and
heat transfer

In a rough wall turbulent boundary layer, as shown in
Fig. 3, the log-law velocity profile shifts downward depend-



Fig. 3. Surface roughness effects on velocity profile.

Fig. 4. Modelled turbulent Prandtl number distribution.
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ing on the equivalent sand grain roughness height h (Nik-
uradse, 1933) and written as an empirical formula:

Uþ ¼ 1

j
ln

yþ

hþ
þ 8:5; ð22Þ

for completely rough flows. This implies that the flow be-
comes more turbulent due to the roughness. It is thus con-
sidered that the viscous sub-layer is destroyed in the ‘‘fully
rough’’ regime while it partly exists in the ‘‘transitional
roughness’’ regime.

In common with conventional wall-functions (e.g.,
Cebeci and Bradshaw, 1977), the present extension of the
AWF strategy to flows over rough surfaces involves the
use of the dimensionless roughness height. In this case,
however, instead of h+, h* is used to modify the near-wall
variation of the turbulent viscosity. More specifically, in
a rough wall turbulence, y�v is no longer fixed at 10.7 and
is modelled to become smaller. This provides that the mod-
elled distribution of lt shown in Fig. 2 shifts toward the
wall depending on h*. At a certain value of the dimension-
less roughness height h* = A, y�v ¼ 0 is assumed and at
h* > A, it is expediently allowed to have a negative value
of y�v to give a positive value of lt at the wall as

y�v ¼ y�vsf1� ðh�=AÞmg; ð23Þ
where y�vs is the viscous sub-layer thickness in the smooth
wall case. The optimised values for A and m have been
determined through a series of numerical experiments
and comparisons with available pipe flow data. The resul-
tant form is

y�v ¼ y�vsf1� ðh�=70Þmg; ð24Þ

with

m ¼ max 0:5� 0:4
h�

70

� �0:7
 !

; 1� 0:79
h�

70

� ��0:28
 !( )

:

ð25Þ
For h* < 70, the viscosity-dominated sub-layer exists, but
with the above modified value for y�v. When h* > 70, corre-
sponding to y�v < 0, it is totally destroyed. Note that
although the experimentally known condition for the full
rough regime is h+ P 70, the condition when the viscous
sub-layer vanishes from Eq. (24) is h* = 70 that corre-
sponds to h+ ’ 40 in a typical channel flow case. This is
rather consistent with the relation of the viscous sub-layer
thicknesses in the smooth wall case. (In the smooth wall
case, the viscous sub-layer thickness of y�v ¼ 10:7 corre-
sponds to approximately half the thickness of the conven-
tionally defined viscous sub-layer of y+ = 11.) It is thus
considered that a part of the transitional roughness regime
is somehow effectively modelled into the region without the
viscous sub-layer by the present strategy due to simply
assuming the near-wall turbulence behaviour.

Unlike in a sub-layer over a smooth wall, the total shear
stress now includes the drag force from the roughness ele-
ments in the inner layer which is proportional to the local
velocity squared and becomes dominant away from the
wall, compared to the viscous force. In fact, the data
reported by Krogstad et al. (1992) and Tachie et al.
(2003) showed that the turbulent shear stress away from
the wall sometimes became larger than the wall shear
stress. This implies that the convective and pressure gradi-
ent contributions should be represented somewhat differ-
ently across the inner layer, below the roughness element
height. Hence, the practice of simply evaluating the rhs
of Eq. (7) in terms of nodal values needs modifying. In
the present study a simple approach has been taken, by
assuming that the total shear stress remains constant across
the roughness element height. Consequently, one is led to

CU ¼
0; if y� 6 h�;

m2

kP

o

ox
ðqUUÞ þ oP

ox

� �
; if y� > h�:

8<
: ð26Þ

In the energy equation, Prt is also no longer constant over
the wall-adjacent cell. The reason for this is that, since the
fluid trapped around the roots of the roughness elements
forms a thermal barrier, the turbulent transport of the ther-
mal energy is effectively reduced relative to the momentum
transport. (The results of the rib-roughened channel flow
direct numerical simulation (DNS) by Nagano et al.
(2004) support this consideration since their obtained tur-
bulent Prandtl number increases significantly toward the
wall in the region between the riblets.) Thus, as illustrated
in Fig. 4, although it might be better to model the distribu-
tion of Prt with a non-linear function, a simple linear pro-
file is assumed in the roughness region of y 6 h as

Prt ¼ Pr1t þ DPrt; ð27Þ
DPrt ¼ C0 maxð0; 1� y�=h�Þ: ð28Þ



Fig. 5. Near-wall cells over a rough wall: (a) yv 6 0, (b) 0 < yv 6 h, (c)
h < yv 6 yn, (d) yn < yv.
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After a series of numerical experiments referring to the
thermal log-law profiles, the following form for C0 has
been adopted within the roughness elements (y 6 h):

C0 ¼
5:5

1þ ðh�=70Þ6:5
þ 0:6: ð29Þ

Over the rest of the field (y > h), Prt ¼ Pr1t is applied (see Ta-
ble 1 for the model coefficients). Note that since the turbulent
viscosity is defined as zero in the region y < yv, the precise
profile adopted for the turbulent Prandtl number in the vis-
cous sub-layer (y < yv) does not affect the computation.

At a high Pr flow (Pr� 1), the sub-layer, across which
turbulent transport of thermal energy is negligible,
becomes thinner than the viscous sub-layer. Thus, the
assumption that the turbulent heat flux becomes negligible
when y < yv, no longer applies. Although this may be cor-
rected through the introduction of an effective molecular
Prandtl number (Gerasimov, 2003), the present study does
not include this practice for high Pr rough wall heat trans-
fer. Therefore, the present approach is currently valid for
heat transfer in flows at Pr 6 1.

The analytical solutions of both mean flow and energy
equations then can be obtained in the four different cases
illustrated in Fig. 5 assuming that the wall-adjacent cell
height is always greater than the roughness height.
Although one can apply the models of Eqs. (26) and (27)
at any node point, limiting them to the wall-adjacent cells
is preferable from the numerical view point since it only
requires a list of the cells facing to walls for wall boundary
conditions. (Despite that, in simple flow cases, the present
AWF is still applicable to wall-adjacent cells whose height
is lower than the roughness height as discussed in Section
Table 2
Cell averaged generation: P k , and integration constant: AU

Case P k

(a) yv < 0
a

l2y�n

kP

m

Z h�

0

(

(b) 0 6 yv 6 h
a

l2y�n

kP

m

Z h�

y�v

(

(c) h 6 yv 6 yn
a

l2y�n

kP

m

Z y�n

y�v

ð
(d) yn 6 yv

0

AU

(a) yv < 0 alUn � CU

�

(b) 0 6 yv 6 h alUn � CU

�

(c) h 6 yv 6 yn alUn � CU

�

(d) yn 6 yv lU n �
1

2
CU

�

3.1.2.) Even in the case without any viscous sub-layer,
case(a), the resultant expressions for sw and qw are of the
same form as those of Eqs. (17) and (18). However, differ-
ent values of AU and AT, which are functions of the rough-
ness height, are obtained, corresponding to the four
different cases (see Appendix for the detailed derivation
process).

In Table 2, the cell averaged generation term P k and AU

are listed, introducing Y � � 1þ aðy� � y�vÞ. Note that Eqs.
(20) and (21) are still used for the dissipation, and the inte-
gration for P k in Table 2 can be performed as follows:

Z b

a
ðy � yvÞ

Cy þ A
1þ aðy � yvÞ

� �2

dy

¼ C2

2a2
y2 þ Cð2Aþ Cyv � 2C=aÞ

a2
y þ ðAþ Cyv � C=aÞ2

a2½1þ aðy � yvÞ�

"

þðAþ Cyv � C=aÞðAþ Cyv � 3C=aÞ
a2

ln½1þ aðy � yvÞ�
#b

a

:

ð30Þ
ðy� � y�vÞ
AU

Y �

� �2

dy� þ
Z y�n

h�
ðy� � y�vÞ

CU ðy� � h�Þ þ AU

Y �

� �2

dy�
)

ðy� � y�vÞ
AU

Y �

� �2

dy� þ
Z y�n

h�
ðy� � y�vÞ

CU ðy� � h�Þ þ AU

Y �

� �2

dy�
)

y� � y�vÞ
CU ðy� � h�Þ þ AU

Y �

� �2

dy�

ðy�n � h�Þ þ CU
Y �w
a
þ h�

� �
ln½Y �n=Y �h�

	
= ln½Y �n=Y �w�

ðy�n � h�Þ þ CU
Y �w
a
þ h�

� �
ln½Y �n=Y �h�

	
=ðay�v þ ln Y �nÞ

ðy�n � y�vÞ þ CU
Y �w
a
þ h�

� �
ln Y �n �

a
2

CU ðy�2v � 2h�y�v þ h�2Þ
	
=ðay�v þ ln Y �nÞ

ðy�2n � 2h�y�n þ h�2Þ
	
=y�n



Table 3
Coefficients in Eq. (31)

Case DT

(a) yv < 0
�bT h�

aT � bT
þ aT Y bT

h

ðaT � bT Þ
2

lnðY aT
h =kbÞ þ
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aT
lnðY aT
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h Þ
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aT y�v � bT h�
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þ aT Y bT
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lnðY aT
h =Y bT

h Þ þ
1

aT
lnðY aT

n =Y aT
h Þ

(c) h 6 yv 6 yn 1

aT
ln Y aT

n þ y�v

(d) yn 6 yv y�n
ET
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h� � y�n

aT
þ 1

aT

Y aT
w

aT
þ h� � Y aT

h

aT � bT

kbaT

aT � bT þ 1

� �
þ kbaT Y bT

h

ðaT � bT Þ
2

( )
lnðY aT

n =Y aT
h Þ

þ aT kbY bT
h

ðaT � bT Þ
3

lnðY aT
h =kbÞ �

h�

aT � bT
1þ bT h�

2
þ bT kb

aT � bT

� �

(b) 0 6 yv 6 h h� � y�n
aT

þ 1

aT

Y aT
w

aT
þ h� � Y aT

h

aT � bT

kbbT

aT � bT
þ 1

� �
þ kbaT Y bT

h

ðaT � bT Þ
2

( )
lnðY aT

n =Y aT
h Þ

þ aT kbY bT
h

ðaT � bT Þ
3

lnðY aT
h =Y bT

h Þ �
h�

aT � bT
1þ bT h�

2
þ bT kb

aT � bT

� �
þ y�v

aT � bT

aT Y bT
h

aT � bT
� aT y�v

2

 !

(c) h 6 yv 6 yn
y�v � y�n

aT
� y�2v =2þ Y aT

w

a2
T

ln Y aT
n

(d) yn 6 yv
�y�2n =2
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For heat transfer, the resultant form of the integration con-
stant AT can be written as

AT ¼ flðHn �HwÞ=Pr þ CT ETg=DT ð31Þ
where the coefficients DT and ET are listed in Table 3,
defining aT � aPr=ðPr1t Þ; bT � C0=ðh� Pr1t Þ; Y aT � 1þ aT

ðy� � y�vÞ; Y bT � 1þ bT ðy� � y�vÞ, and kb � Y aT
0 þ bT h�.

In the case of a constant wall heat flux condition, the
wall temperature is obtained by rewriting Eqs. (18) and
(31) as

Hw ¼ Hn þ
Prqw

qcpk1=2
P

DT þ
PrCT ET

l
: ð32Þ
3. Results and discussion

The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes used in
this study are in-house finite-volume codes: TEAM (Huang
and Leschziner, 1983) and STREAM (Lien and Leschziner,
1994a). The former is used to compute turbulent pipe and
flat plate boundary layer flows and the latter is used to
compute turbulent channel, flat and curved boundary layer
and separating flows. Both codes employ the SIMPLE
pressure-correction algorithm (Patankar, 1980). TEAM
uses an orthogonal staggered grid arrangement whilst
STREAM uses a non-orthogonal collocated one employ-
ing Rhie and Chow’s (1983) interpolation and the third
order MUSCL type scheme for convection terms (Lien
and Leschziner, 1994b). The AWF has been implemented
with the ‘‘standard’’ linear k–e (Launder and Spalding,
1974; Launder and Sharma, 1974: LS) and also with a
cubic non-linear k–e model (Craft et al., 1996: CLS).
(Although the LS and the CLS models are LRN models,
with the wall-function grids, the LRN parts of the model
terms do not contribute to the computation results.) For
comparison, flow predictions have also been occasionally
obtained using the LRN models. For the turbulent heat
flux in the core-region, the usual eddy diffusivity model
with a prescribed turbulent Prandtl number Prt = 0.9 is
used.

3.1. Wall parallel flows

3.1.1. Pipe flows

Fig. 6 compares the presently predicted friction coeffi-
cient and the experimental correlation for turbulent pipe
flows, known as the Moody chart (Moody, 1944). The tur-
bulence is modelled by the linear k–e model with the AWF.
In the range of h/D = 0–0.05 (D: pipe diameter) and
Re = 8000–108, it is confirmed that the AWF performs rea-
sonably well over a wide range of Reynolds numbers and
roughness heights. (The number of computational grid
nodes ranged from 12 to 200 across the pipe radius for
Reynolds numbers ranging from 8000 to 108, whilst the
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value of y* at the wall-adjacent node ranged from 50 to
500.)

3.1.2. Channel flows

Fig. 7(a) shows the mean velocity distribution in turbu-
lent channel flows at Re = 105. In the case of a smooth
wall, h/D = 0 (D: channel height), the HRN k–e model with
the AWF reproduces the result of the LRN LS k–e model
regardless of the near-wall cell size. The meshes used for
the smooth wall case have 49, 19 and 14 nodes across the
channel, resulting in near-wall cell heights of Dy1/D =
0.015, 0.045 and 0.09 which respectively correspond to
y+ = 66, 202 and 408. In the rough wall cases with h/D =
0.01 and 0.03, it is clear that the AWF reproduces the
log-law distribution for fully rough wall flows by Eq. (22)
and Cebeci and Bradshaw’s (1977):

Uþ ¼ 1

j
ln yþ þ 5:2� 5:2� 8:5þ 1

j
ln hþ

� �
� sinð0:4258½ln hþ � 0:811�Þ ð33Þ

for 2.25 < h+ < 90. Note that in the case of h/D = 0.01, the
corresponding roughness Reynolds number is h+ = 63
which is still in the transitional roughness regime, while
h/D = 0.03 corresponds to h+ = 218 which is well in the
fully rough regime. For each roughness case, profiles from
more than one grid are plotted. (In fact, for h/D = 0.01 the
results by three grids of Dy1/D = 0.015, 0.045 and 0.09,
which respectively correspond to y+ = 94, 286 and 576,
are plotted while for h/D = 0.03 the results by two grids
of Dy1/D = 0.045 and 0.09, which respectively correspond
to y+ = 334 and 671, are plotted.) Since the AWF is quite
insensitive to near-wall grid size, discrepancies between the
profiles are hardly seen.

Fig. 7(b) shows the corresponding mean temperature
distribution to Fig. 7(a) at Pr = 0.71. In the smooth wall
case, with any grid spacing, the AWF well reproduces the
result of the LRN LS k–e model and the log-law profile
of Johnk and Hanratty (1962):

Hþ ¼ 3:3þ 2:21 ln yþ: ð34Þ
In the cases of rough walls, it is also clear that with any
near-wall grid size, the AWF well reproduces the log-law
distribution for rough walls (Kays and Crawford, 1993):

Hþ ¼ 1

0:8hþ
�0:2

Pr�0:44
þ Prt

j
ln

32:6yþ

hþ
; ð35Þ

where Prt = 0.9.
Although it is recommended to employ a computational

mesh whose wall-adjacent cells are always higher than the
roughness elements, not such a mesh is still applicable for
flow field computations with the AWF. In fully rough wall
flows, the requirement at the wall-adjacent cell is UþP > 0,
then from Eq. (22) one can obtain:
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ln
yþP
hþ

> �8:5j; yþP > hþ expð�8:5jÞ ’ 0:03hþ: ð36Þ

In the cases of h/D = 0.01, 0.03, corresponding to h+ = 63,
218, Eq. (36) suggests yþP > 1:89; 6:54, respectively.
(Although the case of h+ = 63 is in the transitional rough-
ness regime, its log-law profile is nearly the same as that by
Eq. (22).) Fig. 7(c) confirms these conditions. In fact, by
the meshes, whose first nodes locate at 1.9 and 6.6 in wall
unit, the AWF produces almost identical profiles to those
by a much coarser mesh.

In the transitional roughness regime of h/D =
0.0024(h+ = 13), corresponding to case (b) of Fig. 5, the
viscous sub-layer exists and it is readily understandable
that the wall-adjacent cell height should be greater than
the sub-layer thickness otherwise no roughness effects are
considered in turbulence generation. In this case, since
the viscous sub-layer thickness by Eq. (24) is y�v ¼ 4:7
which corresponds to yþv ¼ 4:1, the wall-adjacent cell
height should be greater than this value. The profile by
the mesh of yþP ¼ 2:4 (whose wall-adjacent cell height is
twice of this value) generally accords with that by the coar-
ser mesh, though the agreement is not so good as that of
the other cases.

In the case of h < yv, corresponding to cases (c) and (d)
in Fig. 5, when the wall-adjacent cell height is lower than
the roughness height, the solution tends to be a smooth
wall one. Therefore, if one requires the lowest limit of the
wall-adjacent cell height yþn for the AWF:

yþn > maxð0:06hþ;minðhþ; yþv ÞÞ ð37Þ
is advised for wall attached flows. (Note that a cell-centered
mesh system is assumed.) However, since the grid sensitiv-
ity in thermal field results (not shown) is not similar to that
of the flow field, making wall-adjacent cells higher than the
roughness is strongly recommended to obtain reasonable
thermal-field results.

3.1.3. Flat plate boundary layer flows

Hosni et al. (1991) measured Stanton number St distri-
bution in zero pressure gradient isothermally heated rough
wall boundary layer flows. They arranged hemispherical
roughness elements on the base of their wind tunnel.
According to Schlichting (1979), their cases of L/d = 2, 4,
respectively correspond to 0.63, 0.1 mm of the equivalent
sand grain roughness heights h. Consequently, the flow
regimes correspond to the fully rough (h+ ’ 120) and the
transitional roughness regimes (h+ ’ 16), respectively.
For these developing boundary layer flows, the computa-
tional mesh of 200 · 40 is used to cover the region of
0 < Rex < 107. All the wall-adjacent cells are set to be
higher than the equivalent sand grain roughness heights.
(Although it is not shown here, the sensitivity to wall-adja-
cent cell heights shows a similar tendency to that in channel
flows.)

Fig. 8 compares the friction coefficient Cf distribution
obtained by the AWF with the standard k–e model and
the experimental results. It is confirmed that the predicted
profiles are reasonable for the rough wall cases as well as
the smooth wall case. (Although it is not shown here, more
comprehensive comparisons between the predictions and
the experimental correlations of boundary layers further
confirm the reliability of the present scheme.)

Fig. 9 shows the comparison in the distribution of St. It
can be seen that the present predictions accord well with
the experimentally obtained values. For the surface with
L/d = 4, the increase in St over the smooth wall case is
about 40%; and for L/d = 2 the increase is about 75%. This
increase of St due to the roughness is correctly predicted.
Note that the profile of the experimental smooth wall case
is from the correlation shown in Hosni et al. (1991):

St ¼ 0:185ðlog10 RexÞ�2:584 Pr�0:4: ð38Þ

Fig. 10 compares the mean temperature distribution at the
point of Rex = 106. The log-law lines are from Eq. (35).
Although the predicted profiles are a little lower than the
log-law profiles, the agreement is satisfactory.
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3.1.4. Curved wall boundary layer flows

Heat transfer along curved surfaces is very common and
important in engineering applications such as in heat sinks
and around turbine blades. Thus, although the AWF itself
does not explicitly include sensitivity to streamline curva-
ture, it is useful to confirm its performance when applied
in combination with a turbulence model which does cap-
ture streamline curvature effects. Hence, the turbulence
model used here is the cubic non-linear k–e model (CLS).

For comparison, the rough wall heat transfer experi-
ments over a convex surface by Turner et al. (2000) are
chosen. The flow geometry is shown in Fig. 11. (Since its
curved section is so short, it is impossible to discuss fully
developed characteristics of the curved flow. However, as
far as the present authors are aware, other such fundamen-
tal measurements have not been reported in the literature.)
The working fluid was air at room temperature and the
wall was isothermally heated. The comparison is made in
the cases of trapezoidal shaped roughness elements.
According to Turner et al., the equivalent sand grain
roughness height h is 1.1 times the element height. The
computational mesh used is 90 · 20 whose wall-adjacent
cell height is 5 mm which is greater than the equivalent
sand grain roughness heights. (A fine mesh of 90 · 50
whose wall-adjacent cell height is 1 mm is also used to con-
firm the sensitivity to the wall-adjacent cell heights. The
corresponding discussion is addressed in the following
paragraph.)

Fig. 12 compares the heat transfer coefficient a distribu-
tion under zero pressure gradient conditions. Fig. 12(a)
shows the case of h = 0.55 mm. The inlet velocities of
Fig. 11. Flow geometry of the convex rough wall boundary layers of
Turner et al. (2000).
U0 = 40, 22 m/s respectively correspond to h+ ’ 90, 50
and thus they are in the full and the transitional roughness
regimes. In the case of h = 0.825 mm, shown in Fig. 12(b),
U0 = 40, 22 m/s correspond to h+ ’ 135, 80 which are both
in the fully rough regime. From the comparisons, although
there can be seen some discrepancy, it is recognised that the
agreement between the experiments and the predictions is
acceptable in both the full and transitional roughness
regimes. In Fig. 12(b), the result by the fine mesh of
90 · 50 whose wall-adjacent cell height is 1 mm is also plot-
ted for the case of U0 = 22 m/s. It is readily seen that the
AWF is rather insensitive to the near-wall mesh resolution
in such a flow case since two profiles from very different
resolutions are nearly the same.

Fig. 12 also shows the effects of the wall curvature on
the heat transfer coefficients in the case of U0 = 40 m/s.
(The curved section is in the region of 300 mm 6
x 6 698 mm.) Although the curvature effects observed are
not large, since the curvature is not very strong, they are
certainly predicted by the present computations with the
AWF and cubic non-linear k–e model. Turner et al.
(2000) reported that the curvature appeared to cause an
increase of 2–3% in the heat transfer coefficient a. Compu-
tations are consistent with this experimental observation.
Note that the present curvature effects are of the entrance
region of the convex wall. Due to the sudden change of
the curvature rate, the pressure gradient becomes locally
stronger near the starting point of the convex wall resulting
in flow acceleration and thus heat transfer enhancement.
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3.2. Separating flows

Since to the knowledge of the authors, no useful heat
transfer data of separating flows over rough walls have
been published in the literature, the present model valida-
tion has been performed for flow fields only.

3.2.1. Sand dune flow

Fig. 13 shows the geometry and a computational mesh
used for a water flow over a sand dune of van Mierlo
and de Ruiter (1988). Their experimental rig consisted of
a row of 33 identical two-dimensional sand dunes covered
with sand paper, whose averaged sand grain height was
2.5 mm. Since they measured the flow field around one of
the central dunes of the row, streamwise periodic boundary
conditions are imposed in the computation. In the experi-
ments, the free surface was located at y = 292 mm and
the bulk mean velocity was Ub = 0.633 m/s. Thus, the Rey-
nolds number based on Ub and the surface height was
175,000. In this flow, a large recirculation zone appears
behind the dune. Due to the flow geometry, the separation
point is fixed at x = 0 m as in a back-step flow.

Fig. 14 compares the predicted friction velocity distribu-
tion on meshes of 330 · 50, 165 · 50 and 165 · 25. In the
finest and coarsest meshes, the heights of the first cell facing
the wall are respectively 4 mm and 8 mm which are larger
than the grain height of 2.5 mm which corresponds to
h+ ’ 75 at the inlet. The turbulence model applied is the
cubic CLS k–e model with the differential length-scale cor-
rection term for the dissipation rate equation (Iacovides
and Raisee, 1999). The lines of the predicted profiles are
almost identical to one another, proving that the AWF is
rather insensitive to the computational mesh. (In the fol-
lowing discussions on flow field quantities, results by the
finest mesh of 330 · 50 are used.)
Fig. 13. Dune profile and
Fig. 14 also shows the result by the log-law wall-func-
tion (LWF). Although the log-law wall-function, Eq. (22)
should perform reasonably in flat plate boundary layer
type of flows, it is obvious that the LWF produces an
unstable wiggled profile in the recirculating region of
0 m < x < 0.6 m. The computational costs by the AWF
and the LWF are almost the same as each other, with the
more complex algebraic expressions of the AWF requiring
slightly more processing time.

Fig. 15 compares flow field quantities predicted by the
CLS and the LS models with the AWF. In the distribution
of the mean velocity and the Reynolds shear stress, both
models agree reasonably well with the experiments as
shown in Figs. 15(a) and (b) while the CLS model predicts
the streamwise normal stress better than the LS model
(Fig. 15(c)). These predictive trends of the models are con-
sistent with those in separating flows by the original LRN
versions reported by Craft et al. (1999) and thus it is con-
firmed that coupling with the AWF preserves the original
capabilities of the LRN models.
computational grid.
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3.2.2. Ramp flow

Fig. 16 illustrates the flow geometry and a typical com-
putational mesh (220 · 40) used for the computations of
the channel flows with a ramp on the bottom wall by Song
et al. (2000) and Song and Eaton (2002). A two-dimen-
sional wind tunnel whose height was 152 mm with a ramp
(height H = 21 mm, length L = 70 mm, radius 127 mm)
was used in their experiments. Air flowed from the left at
a free stream velocity Ue = 20 m/s with developed turbu-
lence (Reh = 3400 at x = 0 mm for the smooth wall case;
Reh = 3900 for the rough wall case). Since for the rough
wall case sand paper with an averaged grain height of
1.2 mm, which corresponds to h+ ’ 100 at x = 0 mm, cov-
ered the ramp part, the height of the first computational
cell from the wall is set as 1.5 mm. (Note that since the
location of the separation point is not fixed in this flow
case, the grid sensitivity test, which is not shown here, sug-
gests that unlike in the other flow cases large wall-adjacent
cell heights affect prediction of the recirculation zone.) This
flow field includes an adverse pressure gradient along the
wall and a recirculating flow whose separation point is
not fixed, unlike in the sand dune flow. The measured
velocity fields implied that the recirculation region
extended between 0.74 6 x 0(:x/L) 6 1.36 and 0.74 < x 0 6

1.76 in the smooth and rough wall cases respectively. Thus
relatively finer streamwise resolution is applied to the com-
putational mesh around the ramp part.

Fig. 17 compares the predicted pressure coefficients of
the smooth wall case by the AWF and the standard log-
law wall-function (LWF) with the results of the LRN com-
putation. The turbulence model used is the CLS model.
The first grid nodes from the wall (y1) are located at
d computational grid.
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Fig. 18. Mean velocity and Reynolds stress distribution of the ramp flow.
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yþ1 ¼ 15–150 for the wall function models while those for
the LRN are located at yþ1 6 0:2. (The mesh used for
the LRN case has 100 cells in the y direction.) Obviously,
the AWF produces profiles that are closer to those of the
experiment than the profiles of the LWF model. The
AWF reasonably captures the effects of adverse pressure
gradients due to the inclusion of the sensitivity to pressure
gradients in its form. Hence, its predictive tendency is sim-
ilar to that of the LRN model.

Fig. 18(a) compares the mean velocity profiles for both
the smooth and rough wall cases. For both the cases, the
agreement between the experiments and the predictions
by the AWF coupled to the CLS model is reasonably good.
The predicted recirculation zones are 0.69 < x 0 < 1.40 and
0.57 < x 0 < 1.60, in the smooth and rough wall cases,
respectively. They, however, do not correspond well with
the experimentally estimated ones. Figs. 18(b)–(d) compare
the distribution of the Reynolds stresses at the correspond-
ing locations to those in Fig. 18(a). (The values are norma-
lised by the reference friction velocity Us,ref at x 0 = �2.0.)
The agreement between the prediction and the experiments
is again reasonably good for each quantity.

4. Concluding remarks

The analytical wall-function, which had been developed
for application to problems with smooth walls, has been
extended to account for the effects of fine-grain surface
roughness on turbulence and heat transfer. The overall
strategy of the wall-function derivation and application
has been retained. The extended scheme has been validated
in fully developed pipe, channel and developing boundary
layer flows over a wide range of Reynolds numbers and
roughness element heights as well as separating flows over
a sand dune and a round ramp. The concluding remarks
from the present study are

(1) The effects of wall roughness on turbulence and heat
transfer are considered by employing functional
forms of equivalent sand grain roughness for the
non-dimensional thickness of the modelled viscous
sub-layer and the turbulent Prandtl number immedi-
ately adjacent to the wall.

(2) The present AWF model can be applied successfully
to turbulent attached and separated flows over rough
surfaces. Although it does not include the conven-
tional log-laws, the AWF accurately reproduces the
rough wall log-law profiles of mean velocities and
temperatures without grid dependency.

(3) The proposed AWF performs well with both linear
and non-linear k–e models while the predictive accu-
racy depends on the turbulence model employed in
the main flow field. Although it is at least necessary
to resolve the flow structure such as a near-wall
separation bubble, the sensitivity to near wall grid
resolution is low. This is particularly true for wall
attached flows.
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(4) The computational cost required for the AWF is com-
parable to that of the standard log-law wall-function.
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Appendix

The analytical integration of the momentum and energy
equations: Eqs. (7) and (8), is performed in the four differ-
ent cases illustrated in Fig. 5. The process for the case (a)
yv < 0 is as follows.

The integration of Eq. (7) with Eq. (26) is
if y* 6 h*

dU
dy�
¼ AU

lf1þ aðy� � y�vÞg
¼ AU

lY �
; ð39Þ

U ¼ AU

al
ln Y � þ BU : ð40Þ

At a wall: y* = 0, the condition U = 0 leads to

BU ¼ �
AU

al
lnð1� ay�vÞ ¼ �

AU

al
ln Y �w: ð41Þ

When h* < y*, the integration leads to

dU
dy�
¼ CU y� þ A0U

lY �
; ð42Þ

U ¼ CU

al
y� þ A0U

al
� Y �wCU

a2l

� �
ln Y � þ B0U : ð43Þ

Then, a monotonic distribution condition of dU/dy* and U

at y* = h* gives

AU

lY �h
¼ CU h� þ A0U

lY �h
; ð44Þ

AU

al
ln Y �h þ BU ¼

CU

al
h� þ A0U

al
� Y �wCU

a2l

� �
ln Y �h þ B0U : ð45Þ

Since at y� ¼ y�n the velocity is U = Un (Un is obtainable by
interpolating the calculated node values at P, N),

U n ¼
CU

al
y�n þ

A0U
al
� Y �wCU

a2l

� �
ln Y �n þ B0U : ð46Þ

The integration constants AU ;BU ;A
0
U ;B

0
U are thus easily

obtainable by solving Eqs. (41) and (44)–(46).
In this case, the wall shear stress sw is written as

sw ¼ ðlþ ltÞ
dU
dy






y¼0

¼ lY �w
k1=2

P

m
dU
dy�






y�¼0

¼ k1=2
P AU

m
; ð47Þ
whose resultant form is the same as Eq. (17) and can be cal-
culated with AU.

Since the cell averaged production term P k of the turbu-
lence energy k is written as

P k ¼
1

yn

Z h

0

mt

dU
dy

� �2

dy þ
Z yn

h
mt

dU
dy

� �2

dy

( )

¼ a
y�n

kP

m

Z h�

0

ðy� � y�vÞ
dU
dy�

� �2

dy�
(

þ
Z y�n

h�
ðy� � y�vÞ

dU
dy�

� �2

dy�
)
; ð48Þ

it can be calculated by substituting dU/dy* with Eqs. (39)
and (42).

As for the thermal field, when y* 6 h*, applying Eqs.
(27) and (28) to the energy equation: Eq. (8), one can lead
to

o

oy�
l
Pr
þ alðy� � y�vÞ

Pr1t þ C0ð1� y�=h�Þ

� 	
oH
oy�

� �
¼ CT : ð49Þ

Its integration follows:

l
Pr
þ alðy� � y�vÞ

Pr1t þ C0ð1� y�=h�Þ

� 	
dH
dy�
¼ CT y� þ AT ; ð50Þ

dH
dy�
¼ f1þ bT ðh� � y�ÞgðCT y� þ AT Þ

1þ aT ðy� � y�vÞ þ bT ðh� � y�Þ
Pr
l
: ð51Þ

The further integration leads to

H¼� CT kbbT

ðaT �bT Þ
2
�CT ð1þbT h�ÞþbT AT

aT �bT

( )
Pr
l

y� þ PrCT bT

2lðaT �bT Þ
y�2

þ CT k2
bbT

ðaT �bT Þ
3
�kbfCT ð1þbT h�ÞþbT ATg

ðaT �bT Þ
2

"

þð1þbT h�ÞAT

aT �bT

#
Pr
l

ln½ðaT �bT Þy� þkb�þBT : ð52Þ

When y* > h*,

dH
dy�
¼ PrðCT y� þ A0T Þ

lf1þ aT ðy� � y�vÞg
¼ PrðCT y� þ A0T Þ

lY aT ; ð53Þ

H ¼ PrCT

laT
y� þ Pr

l
A0T
aT
� CT Y aT

w

a2
T

� 	
ln Y aT þ B0T : ð54Þ

The integration constants AT ;BT ;A
0
T ;B

0
T are readily obtain-

able by Eqs. (51)–(54) imposing the boundary conditions
(Hjy¼0 ¼ Hw;Hjy¼yn

¼ Hn) and a monotonic distribution
condition of dH/dy* and H at y* = h* as in the flow field.

In the case of a constant wall temperature, the wall heat
flux qw can be calculated as

qw ¼ �qcp
m
Pr
þ mt

Prt

� �
k1=2

P

m
dH
dy�






w

¼ � qcpk1=2
P

l
AT ; ð55Þ

whose resultant form is the same as Eq. (18) and can be cal-
culated with AT.

In the other cases (b)–(d), integration can be performed
by the similar manner.
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